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The latest update of the popular pdf
toolbox extends functionalities to
make it more comprehensive and robust
pre-press tool.
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From Written Off
to Protability

Attended by over 1,000 print professionals from across India,
Print Summit 2017 was bigger, better and inspiring as ever.

Kodak announces its return to protability
driven by improvements in income from
continuing operations.
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Production Printing

is Changing

Indian print-machinery manufacturer Autoprint’s founder,
C. N. Ashok is the recipient of the MMS Lifetime Achievement
Award 2017. In conversation with Mrs. Medha Virkar over
a cup of coffee, C. N. Ashok shares his journey to success and some more.

ROLLERS,

HEART OF A
PRINTINGMACHINE

Print Bulletin brings you a series of knowledge-filled,
FAQ-fromat articles by K. Panthala Selvan,
an UGRA certified expert and standardisation consultant.
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The banknote printing industry is forecast to reach US$11.2 billion by 2021
in a recent Smithers Pira report.
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THE THE
BEST*
LEGACY JUST GOT
CONTINUES BETTER

Presenting The Innovative imagePRESS C10000VP
The innovative imagePRESS C10000VP takes digital color printing to the next level. It uses various proven and upgraded
Color Control technologies like Auto Gradation Adjustment, Auto Correct Color Tone,Shading Correction and Multiple Density
Adjustment Technology. This Powerful Print Engine driven by Hyper RIP Print Servers reliably delivers print speeds of up to
100 PPM and consistency at 350 GSM without compromising on Quality and offers an excellent return on investment for
busy Graphic Art environment.

Salient Features
100 PPM
Digital Color
Printing

2400 X 2400 DPI
Print Quality with
256 grey Levels

Gloss Optimized
Offset like Print
Smoothness

Media Handling
Upto 350 GSM

*Canon imagePRESS C70XXVP was voted as Winner of “Popular ColorCut Sheet Digital Press” in Print WeekIndia June 2013 Online Polls

Enhanced Texture
Media Printing

To Register For

Demo SMS "CANPP" to 575758

7th & 8th Floor, Tower-B, Building # 5, DLF Epitome, DLF Phase III, Gurgaon - 122002 Ph.: 0124-4160000 Fax: 0124-4160011
www.canon.co.in/ppp, Call: 1800 180 3366 (Toll Free) or 39010101 ( prefix your city code while calling)
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210X290 mm

Supports Paper
Length Upto
762 MM
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In January 2017, BMPA successfully not just presented yet another
edition of Print Summit (PS), but the biggest ever PS since its
inception in 2005. We welcomed 980 delegates to the show and
more importantly distinguished speakers including the renowned
TED-speakers, and Padma Bhushan and Param Vishisht Seva Medal
recipients. I acknowledge the unstinted support of our industry. Your
participation makes us want to better each edition. To each of one of
you, I extend sincere thanks from the BMPA team.
The previous two sessions of Seekho aur Samjo aka SaS focused on the
fundamental aspect of press maintenance, supported by Heidelberg;
and colour management with particular emphasis on inks, coatings and
On-press-chemistry. MMS’ Knowledge Sharing Workshop was all about
simplifying packaging, supported by TechNova and presented by Esko.
Read more about these if you could not attend these sessions.
MMS will celebrate the Printers’ Day on March 4, 2017, at Garaware
Club, Wankhede Stadium, Mumbai. On the same day, MMS will honour
a veteran from the print industry with the MMS Lifetime Achievement
Award; an award constituted over a decade ago. This year the honour is
bestowed upon C.N. Ashok, MD of Autoprint, Coimbatore.
The highlight of the Printers’ Day event is the keynote presentation by
Anuradha Prabhudesai, Founder President of Lakshya Foundation. She is
a renowned motivational speaker, committed to the cause of spreading
awareness among citizens about the valour and supreme sacrifices of
our soldiers. The chief guest for the event will be Prof. Kamal Chopra,
President, AIFMP.
The Printers’ Day celebrations will begin with the second edition of the
“Power Lunch Meeting @ MMS Round Table” in the afternoon, followed
by a Seminar and Panel Discussion about “GST – the Way Forward”
spearheaded by CA Kiran Girkar.
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This month, we would like to leave you with the thought from our of
Print Summit 2017. A very meaningful and powerful statement by
Prof. Dr B.M. Hegde: A life without compassion and enthusiasm is
not healthy. Let us remember this always, and be compassionate and
enthusiastic in every moment of our life.

www.bmpa.org, mumbaimudraksangh.org

Best wishes,
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Ample, all-round learning

BMPA’s Seekho aur Samjho and MMS’ Knowledge Sharing
Workshops provided unique and ample learning opportunities
for members, with three sessions in a month.

Grow with e-commerce focused
packaging

A Smithers Pira research, based on the e-commerce
industry in the UK, provides key learning for the market
in India.

Rollers, heart of a printing machine

The knowledge-filled, FAQ-based series of articles
focuses on rollers, their importance, maintenance, and
much more. Don’t miss this special series by K. Panthala
Selvan.

A champion of innovation and
resilience

In conversation with Mrs. Medha Virkar, MMS Lifetime
Achievement Award 2017 recipient and the Managing
Director of Autoprint, C.N. Ashok shares his journey to
success and some more.
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Puneet Datta of Canon India advised the audience at Print
Summit 2017 to think ‘digital first’.
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TARIFF CARD

Growing currency with less cash

The banknote printing industry is forecast to reach
US$11.2 billion by 2021 in a recent Smithers Pira report.

:

Advertisement add 3 mm for Bleed.

A unique discount is available on annual contracts.
To know more, reach : admin@bmpa.org,
exsec.mms@gmail.com
Payments to be issued vide cheque favouring:
Mumbai Mudrak Sangh.
All artworks to be supplied in hi-res pdf or convert to curves cdr format

SEND US YOUR FEEDBACK
Has something you’ve read in PRINT BULLETIN intrigued or
excited you? Write in and share it with us. We would love to
hear from you, we shall publish a selection of your responses
in the forthcoming issues.
Email us at: exsec.mms@gmail.com
We welcome your emails, while reserving the right to edit
them for length and clarity. By sending us your letters you
permit us to publish it in the magazine. We regret that we
cannot always reply personally to your emails.
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BMPA’s Seekho aur Samjho and MMS’ Knowledge Sharing Workshops provided unique and ample learning
opportunities for members, with three sessions in a month.
MMS’ Knowledge Sharing Workshops (KSW), aimed at pressowners and senior managers, have received good response since
they began in 2016. The 6th workshop in the series of KSWs,
titled ‘Packaging Simplified’ was conducted at the MMS’ Training
Centre on January 21, 2017. The workshop was supported by
TechNova and was presented by Esko.
The KSW on Packaging Simplified was presented by Prashant
Kamath, Application Sales Manager, Esko Graphics Private
Limited. Right at the beginning of the session, Mr Kamath
shared a quick statistics to underline the importance and the
pressing demand for innovative packaging: the fast moving
consumer goods (FMCG) sector is expected to reach US$ 140
billion in 2020 from the current US$ 49 billion.
In a rapidly growing FMCG market, differentiated packaging will
prove to be a key component for any product manufacturing
brand owners to sell their products. The growing demand for
packaging from the brand owners must be met by packaging
designers and print service providers (PSPs), with quick
turnaround times and at a breakneck pace. It is, therefore,
paramount to simplify the package-design process from end-toend to achieve greater efficiency to meet the market demand.

prototyping and die-making. On the hardware front, the CDI
Flexo computer-to-plate imagers and Kongsberg digital cutting
systems complete the set-up.

Live session for the first hand experience
Mr Kamath, throughout the session shared a number of videos
and worked live on the ArtiosCAD to demonstrate a range of
features, and answered audience queries specifically referring to
a range of tools.
Highlighting the diverse and versatile nature of ArtiosCAD, Mr
Kamath said, “the software packs over 15 years of experience,
therefore, it is flexible enough to allow you to work on possibly
all the platforms and file formats, including most of the leading
propitiatory formats.” He added, “pushing the envelope, Studio
offers a unique set of tools for 3D packaging and retail space
development, eliminating the need for mock-ups.”
Speaking about the key benefits of Esko solutions, Mr Kamath
added, “From end-to-end, we focus on driving efficiency.
Therefore the software tools allow you to draft designs with
better productive design process that eliminates errors; report
automation simplifies the process of presentations; and the 3D

Esko has the edge
The Esko product
portfolio supports and
manages the packaging
and print processes at
brand owners, retailers,
designers, packaging
manufacturers, and PSPs.
For nine out of 10 retail
packages, Esko solutions
are used in packaging
management, artwork
creation, structural
design, pre-press, 3D
visualisation, supply
chain collaboration,
and the production of
signage and displays.
Mr Kamath informed the
audience that the Esko product solutions include an exhaustive
suite of software and two hardware product lines. The software
– ArtiosCAD – is the world’s leading structural design solution for
packaging and displays, with the largest collection of dedicated
tools for structural design, product development, virtual

capabilities enable realistic virtual product presentations to the
brand owners and to test the product in real time. It also allows
for efficient sheet layouts and automate tool-designs to simplify
and optimise die-making process.”
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“On the hardware front, the dieless digital cutting and creasing
tables for folding carton packaging offer quick and efficient
solution for designers and PSPs to build sample products to test
them in the real-world use.” Insisting on
the benefits of the digital cutting and
creasing tables, Mr Kamath added, “you
can easily make small quantities of final
products without having to go through
the process of die-making and running a
full production.”
The interactive session, that continued
for about three hours, was much helpful
in gaining better understanding of the
power and control the Esko solutions
offer in packaging design; especially to
the PSPs.

A closer look at the colour

Underlining the wide gamut of colour management process,
he said, “Colour management begins with one’s vision. If
your vision is affected or less, you won’t see correct colours.”
Mr Prayagi therefore advised, “Each
professional working with colour and
colour management, must get the vision
Upendra
Rajadnya
of
Heidelberg
India
checked.”

conducted the first SaS
in the third year of the
initiative at GIPT, Mumbai
on January 21, 2017.
The session focused on
‘Maintenance of an Offset Printing Machine’. Mr
Rajadnya spoke at length about the causes and
remedies for the troubles with offset machines,
the important preventive maintenance checks,
good practices recommended for the overall
maintenance of the machine, and the effects of
on-press chemistry and other consumables on
the performance of a press. The session was
well received by the members, especially the
press operators and supervisors.

BMPA’s SaS, conducted on February 17
at SIES, Navi Mumbai, was presented
by Kiran Prayagi of Graphic Art and
Technology and Education (GATE). This
was the third in the series of sessions being presented by Mr
Prayagi on colour management.

The SaS – Colour Management with Inks, Coatings and Onpress Chemistry – focused on the role of pigment and dyes,
the colouring materials, the fundamental of inks and coatings,
and the influence of on-press chemistry on colour. “Colour
management goes beyond CMYK and making colour profiles. It
encompasses all the pre-, in- and post-press processes,” said Mr
Prayagi before explaining in detail the various components of
inks, coatings and on-press chemistry that impact colour.

“Let us understand that the two kinds
of colourants – dyes and pigments
– inherently have different colour
characteristics. While dyes produce
more vibrant colours than pigments,
the later offer longer life with better
light fastness,” Mr Prayagi explained
the importance of understanding the
impact of various components on colour
management.

Through the session Mr Prayagi shared
and examined many print samples he
had produced under different conditions.
At the end of the two-hour long
session, Mr Prayagi made himself available to the audience to
closely examine the samples, discuss them with him and ask
queries. In no time he was surrounded by members
of the audience – BMPA members, press-room
professionals, and the professors and the students
from SIES.

“The session explained in detail many components
of printing. For example, How the ink is made up
of different components for the different types of
printing technology, for example, in the paste form
for Litho offset, liquid for flexo, and liquid or solid
for inkjet and powder or toner for electrography.”
Prithvi Desai of MOS India, who attended the
session and shared his feedback via an email
with Print Bulletin, wrote, “I learnt a lot about the
properties of colourants, carriers, additives, and
vehicles and how all these components affect
inks and colour depending on the type of printing
technology deployed.” Impressed by his discussion
with Mr Prayagi, and the speaker’s willingness to
share knowledge, Mr Desai wrote, “The samples Mr
Prayagi shared, exhibited how much variety in colours can be
created by just tweaking the type of printing, the substrate, the
finishing, and even sequence of colours on the machine.”
The SaS series of one-day workshops, jointly organised by BMPA
and PrintWeek India have a specific mandate of improving the
skill levels of BMPA members and their teams; especially the
supervisors and press-room staff.
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Connect with AIFMP, the App-way
In a county of about 115 crore mobile phones, a mobile application is an important way of communicating with your audience.
All India Federation of Master Printers (AIFMP), realising the power of smartphone communication, has developed an application
hoping to reach over 2.50 lac printing companies across India.
During the Governing Council meeting held recently at New Delhi, the AIFMP application was launched by AIFMP President, Prof.
Kamal Chopra. “Necessity of the App was very much felt when we noticed that about 80% of our printers operate from Tier-2
and Tier-3 cities. A mobile app is the best way to reach out to them,” said Prof. Chopra at the launch.
Speaking on the occasion, Tushar Dhote, President – MMS, said, “The App is equipped to give all the relevant information about
AIFMP, with quite a few interesting features. The App is still under development, however, it offers the users a very user friendly
interface to interact with AIFMP.”
AIFMP is perhaps the first and only printers association in India to launch an App. Currently the App is available for Android, and
shortly, it will be made available for iOS.

A self-taught principled man
A Managing Committee member of BMPA, having served as Honorary Treasurer to both BMPA
and AIFMP, and the Managing Director of Sigma Printers, Arvind Premji Dhanani passed away on
January 30, 2017. A self-taught business person, veteran printer, and a BMPA member for a long
time, Arvind bhai, as he was popularly known in the industry, had a unique identity of being a
go-to tax consultant for many a young members of the industry.
“I was introduced to him about two years ago; we may have interacted just 3-4 times. But with just that
kind of an interaction, Arvind ji spoke to me at the last annual general meeting of BMPA.” Shripad Kulkarni,
Consultant for Print Bulletin remembers him, “we were seated far from each other. He walked up to me;
sat next to me. And for a few minutes he suggested me a range of dailies and magazines to keep myself
updated about the tax and business related knowledge, especially for the print industry.”
“He was a big-hearted person indeed. He was a good father at home, that goes without saying, but he had
become a father figure in the industry. That makes me proud of him.” Rohit Dhanani, Arvind ji’s son shared
memories of his father with Print Bulletin. “He never bribed his way to get the orders, get tax concessions,
or get the work from our team members. In fact, unlike many of our industry colleagues, he never ran his
business 24/7. We don’t have night shift in our company,” this is what an emotional Rohit has to say to the Print Bulletin as we reach
out for his expressions. Rohit explains, “the logic behind no night shift is simple: don’t sell sleep to earn money.”
“He joined his father’s business at the age of 13, and climbed his way up beginning from a letterpress. Senior Dhanani along with
his brothers made V-Print a large packaging company, until the business saw a sharp decline between 1986 and 1992. Subsequent
to which, Arvind bhai built Sigma again. He emerged stronger after each difficult situation.” recounts Rohit, speaking about the
tremendous patience and resilience demonstrated by his father in the difficult times.
A man with an uncompromising attitude towards life, a charming smile, willingness to extend support to fellow industry members,
but above all, Arvind ji will be remembered as a simple, loving, and truly a grounded person by his family, friends and colleagues.
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The Gen-next of adhesives

Researchers develop a dry adhesive that holds in extreme cold, and strengthens in extreme heat.
Researchers from Case Western Reserve University and Air Force
Research Laboratory in Ohio, USA, and China have developed
a new dry adhesive that bonds in extreme temperatures - a
quality that could make the product ideal for space exploration
and beyond. The gecko-inspired adhesive loses no traction
in temperatures as cold as liquid nitrogen or as hot as
molten silver, and actually gets stickier as heat increases, the
researchers report.

The research, which builds on earlier development of a singlesided dry adhesive tape based on vertically aligned carbon
nanotubes, is published in the journal Nature Communications.
As far as the researchers know, no other dry adhesive is capable
of working at such temperature extremes.
Liming Dai, professor of Macromolecular Science and
Engineering at Case Western Reserve and an author of the
study teamed with Ming Xu, a senior research associate at
Case School of Engineering and visiting scholar from Huazhong
University of Science and Technology; Feng Du, senior
research associate in Case Western Reserve’s Department of
Macromolecular Science and Engineering; and Sabyasachi
Ganguli and Ajit Roy, of the Materials and Manufacturing
Directorate, Air Force Research Laboratory.
Vertically aligned carbon nanotubes with tops bundled into
nodes replicate the microscopic hairs on the foot of the wallwalking reptile and remain stable from -320 degrees Fahrenheit
to 1,832 degrees, the scientists say. “When you have aligned
nanotubes with bundled tops penetrating into the cavities of
the surface, you generate sufficient van der Waal’s forces to
hold,” researech associate Xu said. “The dry adhesive doesn’t
lose adhesion as it cools because the surface doesn’t change.

But when you heat the surface, the surface becomes rougher,
physically locking the nanotubes in place, leading to stronger
adhesion as temperatures increase.”
In addition to range, the bonding agent offers properties
that could add to its utility. The adhesive conducts heat
and electricity, and these properties also increase with
temperature. “When applied as a double-sided sticky tape, the
adhesive can be used to link electrical components together
and also for electrical and thermal management,” Mr Roy said.
“This adhesive can thus be used as connecting materials to
enhance the performance of electronics at high temperatures,”
Prof. Dai said. “At room temperature, the double-sided carbon
nanotube tape held as strongly as commercial tape on various
rough surfaces, including paper, wood, plastic films and painted
walls, showing potential use as conducting adhesives in home
appliances and wall-climbing robots.”

Holding strength
In testing, a double-sided tape made with the carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) applied between two layers of copper foil had an
adhesive strength of about 37 newtons per cm2 at room
temperature, about the same as a commercial double-sided
sticky tape.
Unlike the commercial tape, which loses adhesion as it freezes
or is heated, the CNT adhesive maintained its strength down
to -320 degrees Fahrenheit. The adhesive strength more than
doubled at 785 degrees Fahrenheit and was about six times as
strong at 1891 degrees.
Surprised by the increasing adhesive strength, the researchers
used a scanning electron microscope to search for the cause.
They found that, as the bundled nodes penetrate the
surface cavities, the flexible nanotubes no longer remain
vertically aligned but collapse into web-like structures.
The action appears to enhance the van der Waal’s
forces due to an increased contact surface area with the
collapsed nanotubes.
Copper foil, which was used for many of the tests to
demonstrate the potential for thermal management,
is not unique. The surface of many other materials,
including polymer films and other metal foils, roughen
when heat is applied, making them good targets for this
kind of adhesive, the team suggests.

Source: http://thedaily.case.edu/dry-adhesive-holdsextreme-cold-strengthens-extreme-heat/
The bundled nodes of carbon nanotubes penetrate surface
cavities and form web-like structures. Image:
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Grow With E-Commerce Focused Packaging
A Smithers Pira research, based on the e-commerce industry in the UK, provide key learning for the market in India.
India is one of the fastest growing digital markets in the world.
It is also the largest nation with young population who prefer to
transact online. It is imperative therefore, that the e-commerce
market in India is significantly large, and has a great growth
potential in the near future.
A recent ASSOCHAM-Forrester joint study paper forecasts India’s
e-commerce revenue is expected to jump from $30 billion in
2016 to $120 billion in 2020, growing at an annual rate of 51%,
the highest in the world.

Not without good packaging
The e-commerce growth rides and sustains itself on two critical
factors –
logistical
support and
innovative
packaging
ideas. The
packaging
plays a
critical
role is the
e-commerce
industry
worldwide.
Packaging
is important
to protect
the
deliverable
goods
through the
transit to
customers.
It must
withstand
the rigours
of transit,
handling,
and climatic
conditions.
It must be
lightweight
to ensure least pressure on the transport cost. And, the same
time the packaging must be able to project a certain brand
image.
Smithers Pira recently conducted a survey to assess the
importance of good packaging on the consumer, compiling the

results into a handy infographic for online retailers. The study
shows that broken or damaged products can have a negative
impact for online retailers, and can have potentially long-term
consequences for customer satisfaction, brand reputation and
repeat customers. This is why it is critical for online businesses
to carefully consider the risks involved in their distribution chain,
and test their products and packaging accordingly.

Opportunities in India
Many a packaging converters in India can play a significant
role in providing innovative ideas and solutions to e-commerce
retailers, large and small, to provide them with safe, efficient
and cost-effective packaging for their products and business. It
is also a great opportunity of growth for the print and packaging
manufacturers to partner with the e-commerce industry and
their logistics partners to ensure successful deliveries for the
demanding young customers.
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Rollers, heart of a printing machine

Print Bulletin brings you a series of knowledge-filled, FAQ-fromat articles by K. Panthala Selvan, an UGRA certified
expert and standardisation consultant from the Chennai-based Pressman Academy for Print Education and
Resources.
Rollers decide the print quality. We may use the best
pressroom chemicals but the process of emulsification,
grinding of ink, and the supply of ink and water till the plate
happens through the rollers. Even though we have numerous
printing problems associated with the presses, there are only
two primary printing problems: for whatever reasons, the
print may look darker or lighter.
Quality of the roller, roller settings, and the raw material used
with the rollers play a significant role in delivering consistently
best print quality. In a series of articles, we shall focus on
rollers, for they play an important role in printing process. To
begin with, let us start with the basic understanding on roller
manufacturing.

What is the material used to manufacture the
printing roller covering?
The first printing rollers were made of leather. Later, castgelatine rollers were used for its ink friendly properties. For
the past 70 years synthetic rubbers are used to manufacture
printing rollers.

What is rubber?
Rubber is a complex mixture of raw rubber and different
chemicals to obtain the necessary robustness and elasticity
required for the application. These qualities are achieved after
vulcanisation. NBR or Nitrile rubber is widely used for the
coverings on offset rollers.

Rubber roller coverings have the following
components:
1. Raw rubber for basic rubber properties (NBR)
2. Vulcanisation agents such as sulphur and peroxides
3. Plasticisers such as liquid oils (paraffinic, Naphthenic,
aromatic, etc.) give the final hardness to the rubber rollers.

More the plasticisers, softer the roller after vulcanisation
process
4. Fillers (carbon black, Silicates, carbonates, etc.) add some
unique properties such as building volume
5. Processing aids (antioxidants and anti-Ozone agents)
complete the process of roller making

How is a printing roller produced? How is rubber
applied to the metal core?
The raw material for the roller covering is wrapped onto a
clean metal core up to the required diameter and it is solidly
bonded to the core. The vulcanisation curing of rollers (Eight
hours at the maximum of 150 degree Celsius) is followed by a
long seasoning period which gives the rollers its final shape.
Then the process continues through pre-cutting, trimming the
ends, first grinding, and the final grinding. The final quality
checks are performed with a Laser and the rolls are packed for
shipment.

How do I correctly store the rollers after I buy them?
The newly purchased rollers should be stored in their original
packing. It protects the roller against dust, direct sunlight, UV
(ultra-violate) radiation, thereby reducing Ozone attack. The
rollers should be protected from humidity, and extreme and
rapidly changing temperatures. The ideal storage temperature
ranges from 22 to 28 degree Celsius. Always store the rollers
horizontally in their journals and never on its rubber surface.
Never touch the rubber surface with sharp objects and avoids
shocks to the rubber.

How do I decide when a roller needs replacement
after a prolonged use?
When the rollers wear out, the print results decline drastically;
a simple indication for the roller replacement. As the rollers
age, the rubber surface is filled with ink pigments, paper
particles, and more such ‘pollutants’, and it gets ‘glazed’; it is
time to thoroughly inspect the roller.
The edge of the rollers don’t remain sharp as before, and there
may be visible shape changes as the rollers wear over the
period of use. These offer some more reasons to inspect and
replace the ageing roller.
Sticky rollers indicate the use of incompatible washes. It needs
corrective action in the maintenance processes of the rollers
and the machine.

Roller rubber ingredients at different roller hardness
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What is shore hardness? How is it measured? Why do
people measure different values?
The shore hardness, measured according to DIN 7868, is
determined with a shore metre designed to DIN 53505
standards. The shore hardness indicates the resistance against
the penetration of a truncated cone shaped (Shore A) or
pointed (Shore D) needle which is pressed with a defined force
against the rubber surface. The softer rollers are measured
with Shore A and the harder rollers with Shore D. The industry
tolerance of rubber is +/- 5 degree Shore A. Every press
manual has the list of rollers with hardness specifications.

What is the difference between the rubber material
for inking and rubber material for dampening?
The rubber used for the inking rollers are ink-friendly, and
the dampening rollers are water-friendly. To suite the
different applications, the ingredients used during the roller
manufacturing process change to achieve the desired roller
properties.

What role does elasticity play in the higher speed of a
printing machine?
Rubber is elastic and viscous; it possesses the visco-elastic
properties. In any rubber, both these properties are always
present in varied degrees. The mechanical-dynamic strain
imposed during the printing process, the viscosity of the
rubber causes internal friction, and the applied energy is
absorbed and transformed into heat. Partially, that is why the
rollers heat up. The elastic properties, however, result in less
heating up of the rubber.
If the heat build up is not efficiently dissipated,
it may lead to self ignition of rubber. Therefore,
to avoid excess heat build up during the high
speed printing process, the material with high
elasticity must be used.
Higher temperature > Greater nip width
Greater nip width > Higher line force
Higher line force > More strain

Every press manual has the list of rollers with hardness specifications.

Physical aspects – good elasticity and recovery, good abrasion
and tear resistance, optimum surface roughness and surface
structure

Do all rollers chemically resist all inks or washes in
available the market?
NO.
Rollers cannot be made universally compatible. Every ink or
wash has to be tested with a particular roller for compatibility
before use.

How important is the hardness of a roller for the
resultant print? What are the admissible hardness
tolerances?

Nitrile rubber, also known
as Buna-N, Perbunan,
acrylonitrile butadiene
rubber, and NBR, is a
synthetic rubber copolymer
of acrylonitrile (ACN) and
butadiene. Trade names
include Nipol, Krynac and
Europrene.

The industry standard for manufacturing
hardness are +/- 5 Shore A. But other values
can be agreed upon with the customers.
Usually one also has to allow for the
hardening of the roller covering of up to 3
Shore A within three months of the production
of the roller.

Learn more from PAPER

The knowledge partner for this series of
articles is Pressman Academy, a ChennaiSource: Wikipedia
based
print consultancy with a service centre
What are the most important functions of
in
Mumbai.
Pressman Academy for Print
the printing rollers?
Education and Resources or PAPER is popular
Functional aspects – compensating geometrical variances
for press calibration, pressroom standardisation, designing
and vibrations in the machine, temperature control, thermal
workflow, implementing quality check process, conducting
conductivity, equal ink distribution and good ink transfer, and
seminars, conducting on-site teaching sessions for operators
ink reservoir
and more. The Academy also maintains a technical WhatsApp
group
– Print Quality Techniques. To join the group send
Chemical aspects – chemical compatibility with pressroom
request
to pressmansolutions@gmail.com or WhatsApp to
chemicals, resistance against Ozone and ageing
9962 247 365.
More strain > Reduced roller life
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INVESTING IN A PRINTER
WITHOUT FIERY IS A
®

COMPROMISE YOU’LL REGRET.

Don’t compromise your printer ROI and business success. You can build a
more profitable business with the unparalleled strength of Fiery® technology.
You’ll process files faster, produce higher quality prints, and lower total costs
with automated workflows. That’s why 70% of successful digital printers use
Fiery digital front ends every day.*
We wrote the e-book on digital front ends. Get it free now at
fiery.efi.com/DFEinvest-uk

LET US BE THE FUEL

* 2012 InfoTrends study of the U.S. market “Digital Front Ends: Understanding Market Dynamics and Customer Requirements.”
Nothing herein should be construed as a warranty in addition to the express warranty statement provided with EFI products and services. EFI, FabriVU, Fiery and VUTEk are trademarks of Electronics For Imaging, Inc.
and/or its wholly owned subsidiaries in the U.S. and/or certain other countries. ©2017 Electronics For Imaging, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Coffee with Medha

A Champion of Inn
Indian print-machinery manufacturer Autoprint’s Managing Director,
C.N. Ashok is the recipient of the MMS Lifetime Achievement
Award 2017. In conversation with Mrs. Medha Virkar over a cup of
coffee, C.N. Ashok shares his journey to success and some more.

In your personal life, who
have been the people who have
had a strong influence on you?

Q

I thought was needed at any given point
of time. Times have changed, but not this
attitude!

A: I had lost my father at the age of three.

Q

I distinctly remember, during the formative
years, my Basketball coach was my guide,
mentor, and a father figure in life. He was
a strict disciplinarian. I imbibed qualities
like punctuality, team work, leadership,
and above all, the never-say-die spirit by
watching him and following his advise as
a coach.

At home, my mother, who single handedly
brought us up, was a great influence. She
taught me to be firm, self-disciplined,
pious, independent, generous, and
selfless. Later, it was my wife who
always stood by me and played a pivotal
role through all trials and tribulations.
She has been supporting, cheering,
motivating, reprimanding, and giving me
unconditional love and care. She has been
maintaining a great home and a family to
come back to every evening.
Being the first generation entrepreneur
that I am, my brother-in-law and the
Chairperson of Autoprint, K. Ramakrishnan
supported me a lot in business. Earlier,
he was a director with Bharat Heavy
Electricals Limited, a well-known
Government of India company.
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I imbibed
qualities like
punctuality, team work,
leadership, and above
all, the never-say-die spirit
by watching him and
following his advise
as a coach.
.

Q

Who do you think has a great
impact on your professional life?

A: To be very frank, I have thought and

done things my way through out my
professional career. Right or wrong, I have
followed my gut feelings, and done what

Who do you see as a pillar
of strength behind all the
developments at Autoprint?

A: K.G. Suresh, my partner since inception,
has been the brain behind all technical
advancements made by Autoprint. He
completed his M. Tech. from IIT with a
gold medal. He had a well paying job
with the Tata’s in Chennai, besides the
option of his father’s successful business,
but he took the risk of joining me giving
up everything else.

Back then, he had no knowledge of
the printing industry. But he has an
unparalleled and unique capacity to give
form to an idea and translate it into a
brilliant working machine. Together, we
faced very testing times during the past
few years, but he has stood by me, and
backed me up with technical support and
complete trust over the past 25 years of
our association. We have, so far, launched
25 successful products and all of them
have been his brainchild. A silent person
capable of creating technical wonders,
Suresh is the one without whom Autoprint
would not have become what it is today.
My Executive Director, P.S.
Balasubramanian headed human resource
(HR) function in HMT Limited, the famous
watchmakers. He had a very clear career
path chartered in front of him, with the
highest position in HMT as a goal. He
indeed graciously agreed to join Autoprint

Coffee with Medha

novation and Resilience
at my behest, giving up his secured job, and
relocating from his home town.
Balasubramanian is a man who has always called
spade a spade, and has taken the liberties to
point out the shortcomings and appreciating the
good work. His strength is his vast experience
in HR in a public sector business unit, which he
customised to suit the needs of Autoprint.
Execution is certainly his cup of tea! At Autoprint,
he has executed many a pilot projects, assigned
with due diligence and perfection. He was
instrumental in getting the ISO certification, the
Rajiv Gandhi Award, enterprise resource planning
(ERP) and customer relationship management
(CRM) software implementation for Autoprint.
A trustworthy and committed board member,
Balasubramanian rises up to any challenge at
Autoprint.

Q

What has been the key belief you lived
by to be able to achieve this success?

I always
work towards
customer delight, ensure
uncompromising quality,
backed by systems,
discipline and core
organisational values.

A: Autoprint’s base line ‘ensuring value driven
relationships’ says it all.

I have believed in working with a win-win
solution with every person and every relationship,
be it with family, partner, employees, customers,
suppliers, agents, or other associates. I think,
good relationship is the most valuable asset for
any organisation.
I always work towards customer delight, ensure
uncompromising quality, backed by systems,
discipline and core organisational values.
I strongly believe that putting the best foot
forward with good efforts is in our hands, the rest
will happen if and when it should.

Q

Your team has done admirable work
during the floods in Jammu and
Kashmir, where several printers were
badly affected. Our readers would like to
know more about that herculean effort.

A: The Jammu and Kashmir floods was a very

different experience for the special task force
from Autoprint. The task force was headed by our
Senior Electrical Engineer, Mr Murugan from Head
office, and supported by our service engineers
from Punjab, Satish Kumar Dariwal and Ramesh
Kumar. They were tasked to service and put back

to working condition the 20 machines,
buried in slush for over a month, in the
flood affected state.
Indeed it was a herculean task for many
reasons! Food and water was scarce
and the team had to sustain with what
was available. There were law and order
issues along the Poonch and Kargil
borders, so the curfew was a common
occurrence during our team’s month-long
stay. Just a week after our team moved in,
the neighbouring building collapsed. Gun
fires were a common companions at night
scaring the day light out of the youngsters
in our team. They had no means to
communicate with anybody because
mobile towers were rendered ineffective.
Under all these adverse circumstances,
they braved the separation from their
families, and supported the suffering
printing fraternity.
In less than a month, all the 20 machines
were back to excellent working condition
and the customers were confident of
putting their lives back in order. Autoprint
serviced these machines free of cost,

Efficient Assembly line and Autoprint

which was much appreciated. We also
serviced the machines at the Indian Army
base.

Q

Would you like to share any
other memorable experience
of a satisfied customer?

A: I think the best indicator for customer

I would
certainly say that
Autoprint is proud of
its Make in India flag,
creating flutters in the
overseas markets.

delight is a repeat order. We have an
Indonesian customer with 12 of our Pack
to Pack, a continuous stationery machine.

Q

Another customer in Tanzania, placed an
order with us for a four-colour offset, DION
450, a UV Coating machine, FC 65; and
a die-punching machine, Repetto 65. The
order was worth r1.5 crore. Within six
months he placed the order for two more
of all the above machines, effectively
preventing European machines entering
the market. His manufacturing unit now
has nine of Autoprint’s top-end machines.
This unit produces 5,00,000 soap cartons
a day.

to operate within the ethics and the
principles of the Company. Individual
and team performance is monitored
through key performance indicators
(KPIs) and Balance Score Cards that are
reviewed during the monthly meetings.
Free thinking is encouraged through
suggestion schemes.

I would certainly say that Autoprint is
proud of its Make in India flag, creating
flutters in the overseas markets.

Q

Will you please tell us about
the composition of your
machinery manufacturing? What
makes you primarily a print
machinery manufacturer?

A: Autoprint began with a strong focus on

printing machinery, however, later we have
forayed into post-print machines as well.
On the printing side we have the singlecolour and the four-colour range. On the
post-print side we have ultra-violate (UV)
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coating, variable data printing (VDP), die
punching, and inspection machines. We
have at least two to three models in each
segment. In UV we have three versions;
we have three die punching machines;
and more so for VDP and inspection. All
the model variations offer different sizes
and features.

Tell us about the working
ambience at Autoprint.

A: Team Autoprint is given full freedom

We award Green Cards for the work done
extremely well. The Long Service Awards
are given away annually to the individuals
committed to the Company. And a halfday paid leave is sanctioned on birthdays.

Q

A recent Smithers Pira report
forecasts that the digital will
also dominate the trends for print
machinery manufacturers. This
study was, however, more focused
on the European markets. What
is your take on the findings
with reference to India?

Well I must agree with the report because,
with the advancements in digital, the
single colour offset business is coming
down. On the other hand digital print is

My goal is
to give back to the
society through sports.
I think, a lot more valuable
lessons are learnt
on the field than
in the classrooms.

Autoprint has a Well-equipped demo centre

also facing its own challenges, because
social media like WhatsApp and
Facebook, and the increased penetration
of smartphones are putting pressure on
both, offset as well as digital print media.
The volumes in print are coming down
because of the electronic media. Printing
single colour is rapidly reducing.

employees is proud to take up and carry
forward. Autoprint has weathered many
a storms during the post-globalisation
period in India, and so far, has stood
the test of time. We hope it continues
to ride the tides and emerge a global
player upholding the core values we have
believed in.

In India, our experience has helped
us in finding and leveraging the niche
requirements. Autoprint has launched
four-colour machine in the size 500 x
400 cm or 15 x 20 inches. In the past five
years have have sold about 15 of these
a year. We estimate their sales to rise
because it mainly caters to short-run job
printers, where the digital multi-colour
volumes between 200 to 1,000 are
comparatively expensive. The per copy
cost for digital has not come down for
200 to 1,000 copies, however
we are still economical with the
four-colour, so that market is
still growing, especially in the
Tier-2 and Tier-3 cities. In the
semi-urban areas, especially the
district headquarters across the
country, we see a huge potential
for the value proposition offered
by our machines. We have many
of our four colour machines
running across the country –
three in Imphal, Manipur; two
in Guwahati, Assam; one in
Gorakhpur, Uttar Pradesh and
many more.

The export business has grown by 30%
this year by merely focusing on the six key
countries, including France and the USA.
This clearly indicates that our technology
is being accepted internationally by both,
the developing and the developed nations.
This is a very promising sign. In the 10
years, Autoprint has the potential to
become a company to be reckoned with
in the global market.

Q

Where do you see
Autoprint in 10
years from now?

A: I would like to see Autoprint

as an Indian brand, that
is worth being a part of or
associated with the global
market. Write a legacy that the
next generation of directors and

Q

Today you are an established
player in the market. You have
written your own success. Yet, I
want to ask you a very sensitive
question. A lot of printers from
Metros in India still prefer foreign
machine manufacturers. Do you
emotionally feel hurt by their choice?
Or do you look at the customers who
want your machines so eagerly?

A: Well, when I started in 1992-93, I felt

bad about it. Back then, cheap imported
technology was available in our country.
There were more used machines than the
new ones; that’s what I mean by cheap.
These came to India in containers, our
country was losing foreign exchange as
the invoices were fudged, and more such
practices made the transactions what I
call cheap.
After about two-three years, I came to
reality that we had to fight this menace.
We decided to take it head on. We
focused on two areas : the ‘reliability of
our products’ vis-a-vis foreign brands
and the ‘value addition to our customers
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in terms of after sales service’. The
cheap imported machines were sold by
disorganised people in India with poor
commitment and no after sales service
to the end customer. We soon realised
that providing these two assurances were
not enough. We made reliable machines,
supported them with good after sales
service, however, the machines were
expected at a very competitive price.

Mr Ashok speaking at the rolling out of the
10,000th machine. Image: Autoprint

When I started
in 1992-93, I felt bad
about it. Back then, cheap
imported technology was
available in our country.
There were more used
machines than the
new ones; that’s what
I mean by cheap.
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We, therefore, went to Puducherry, then
Pondicherry, a union territory in South
India. We put up a unit and obtained
the concessions legally offered by the
Government. We enjoyed it for 10 years.
We shipped out 5,000 machines. When
the 10 year concession period offered
by the Puducherry was over, we went to
Himachal Pradesh, a North Indian state.
India is a large country for a southern
country to operate in a northern state and
leverage legally available means to fight
competition. Moving to Himachal Pradesh
was the best decision. It gave us about
20% advantages over the competition.
This helped us gain better brand loyalty
in semi-urban and rural India, and it
helped printers fulfil their aspirations with
our machines.
Coming to Metro cities, strategically, we
did not move aggressively on developing
printing machines because developing
higher version printing machines with
more number of colours or formats
would require collaborative effort. It was
not possible in-house. We approached
people seeking collaboration, however,
given the strong market for cheap
imported machines in India, nobody
came forward. According to a research
conducted by a website, Indian printers
have imported 1,480 single, four or
eight-colour machines between April and
December 2016. With such strong influx
of importing cheap technologies, and
nobody coming forward for collaboration,
it is very difficult to bring printing
machines in India at this juncture.
Having realised this, about five years ago
we decided to focus on the post-press
automation machines. I am happy to
share that out post-press machines are so
competitive today that we have started
exports to France and the USA. We ship
about 12-18 UV Coating machines a year
to the USA. We have got breakthrough in
Germany, Hungary, and Southeast Asia.
The post-press market is doing well for
us. I believe, we can effectively combat
the influx of cheap imported machines in

India in the post-press segment because
our technology is far superior than the
older versions of the used machines.

Q

: Please share your thoughts
about quality. That is a
significant promise expected
from Autoprint as a brand.

A: QCD, that is quality, cost and delivery,

is important for any business to survive.
However, lately we are realising that
each industry is expected to demonstrate
certain unique characteristics with respect
to quality. For example, an Airline must
place special focus on safety and speed,
a restaurant must focus on hygiene and
hospitality.
In case of a capital equipment
manufacturer like us, we realised that not
only producing the reliability will win us
the market but we also need after-sales
service. Even if you produce reliably, the
parts are subject to wear when you use
the machine for three, five, or ten years,
or if you accidentally damage it. The
machine needs immediate attention.

By attention I mean the availability of
spares and the skilled human-power with
adequate knowledge to fix the machine.
The two aspects go hand-in-hand and I
am proud, that we at Autoprint specialise
in both – the product reliability and strong
after-sales service.
For a printer, the two characteristic
aspects are creativity and agility in
execution. We are in communication
business. Our customers typically keep on
changing many communicative aspects of
what we print. The moment the change
reaches the front office from the customer,
be it via an SMS, an email, or through
a personal meeting with an executive,
how well it reaches the last person in the
operation is what I mean by agility. The
change must reach quickly and without
compromising the details and accuracy;
this is what I mean by agility in execution.
It is very important for the printers.

Q

How do you spend your leisure
time, when there may be so little
left considering your commitment
and involvement in the business?

A: I find little pockets of leisure time

within the busy schedule. Most days
are spent at work until 8 p.m. and most
weekends are occupied by travelling for
the business. I begin every day with an
hour spent on meditation. I spend quality

Autoprint has well equipped research and development, and training facilities to develop
cost-effective yet cutting edge technologies and to train customers.

time with family. All of us enjoy playing
basketball. Both my children play the
sport. I think, watching a good game of
basketball is the best way to spend a
good evening.
I support and mentor a basketball team
of underprivileged youngsters in the age
group of 10 and 25; together, they are
‘Wings’. Whenever possible, I spend a lot
of time with them on the ground.

Q

What kind of books do
you like to read?

A: I prefer the management books

recommended by people who have
benefited from the book or found it
effective in creating a change. I also enjoy
books that take you on a journey of soul
searching and understanding the inner
self.

Q

Are you actively involved
in any CSR activity?

A: Autoprint takes up activities on a

need-of-the-hour basis under corporate
social responsibility (CSR). We try to
provide our support where it is needed
the most.

Individually, my goal is to give back to
the society through sports. I think, a lot
more valuable lessons are learnt on the
field than in the classrooms. Making
things available to the talented and
underprivileged as and when needed,
giving them the support, opportunities
and encouragement that their economic
status has deprived them, satisfies me a
lot. I told you about the ‘Wings’, that is
my way of giving back to the society.

The
Autoprint
Journey
1988 Autoprint, the first DTP and small offset print house in
South India (still running successfully at Coimbatore
and also training customers)
1992 Autoprint Machinery Manufacturers Private Limited
came into being
1993 First Autoprint 1510 Machine rolls out of the assembly
line.
1999 Installation of the 1,000th machine
2000 Launch of the Mobile Demo Van, first in the industry
2001 Introduction of CRM Software, first in the Print Industry
2004 Inauguration of R&D Centre, Export Unit and the CNC
Division
2006 Inauguration of manufacturing facility at Baddi,
Himachal Pradesh
2008 Diversification into Packaging by launching UV coating
series
2010 Launched the Die-punching series
2013 Launch of Checkmate, the print inspection system
2014 Rolled out the 10,000th machine
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Lead From The Front; Connect With People
The keynote speaker of the day, Lieutenant General (Retd.) of the Indian Army, Sayed Ata Hasnain spoke about
working with passion and fire to achieve tough goals in life with a smile on the face.

“W

ho says that the profession of arms is any
different from a corporate profession?”
Lieutenant General (Retd.) Sayd Ata Hasnain
began his keynote with this striking question and a seemingly
simple answer, “In the profession of arms, if you have passion in
the heart and fire in the belly, there is nothing in the world that
you cannot achieve.” Lt. Gen. (Retd.) Hasnain first presented
this very powerful statement in his presentation at the Army
War College, and since, it has become a guiding principle for
many of his colleagues and juniors in the Indian Army, and his
followers from the corporate world.

“The aspect of professionalism, the commitment, the targets, and
the motivation...all came from the profession of arms to the
corporate world.” Lt. Gen. (Retd.) Hasnain said, “The leadership
must demonstrate passion and fire because if they don’t, the
organisation loses these qualities.” He advised the audience, “As
a leader, try to connect with people. In the middle of the night,
I would call my soldiers on the posts and talk to them about a
range of things, from what they had in the dinner to the any
important thing they had seen, to how they were feeling. This is
how I knew my region, my people, and problems they faced.”
Speaking about the leadership, he shared the example of Indian
Army’s services on the Siachen
glacier. Indian Army soldiers and
officers are posted in Siachen as
‘volunteers’. They guard one of the
most naturally challenging and
hostile environments on the face
of this planet. “Our soldiers not
only survive and guard, but are

What is Print Summit?
It is Bombay Master Printers’
Association’s endeavour to make
Print Summit a verb that denotes
action enabled over a large industry
engagement and networking, having
a diverse mandate of disseminating
holistic discourse, discovering
dimensions, entertainment, and
celebrating print.
The Print Summit 2017 commenced when Professor Kamal Chopra, President, AIFMP lit the lamp along with
(L-R) Satoshi Mochida, President and COO, Komori Corporation Japan; Mehul A. Desai, President, BMPA; Pranav Parikh,
Chairperson and MD, TechNova; Anand Limaye, Honorary General Secretary, AIFMP; Fred Poonawala, Chairperson,
Print Summit 2017; Puneet Datta, Director – Sales and Marketing (PPP), Canon India; and Dev Nair, Director, Kohinoor Printers
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Lieutenant General (Retd.) of the Indian Army, Sayed Ata Hasnain spoke about working with passion and fire to achieve tough goals in life with a smile on the face

the rescue operation while the rest of his men were ordered by
always ready to combat any situation in this terrain.” Lt. Gen.
him to work in short bursts until all the bodies were recovered.”
(Retd.) Hasnain reiterated, “One must have passion in the heart
and fire in the belly to be able to always perform at your best
“As a General Commanding Officer serving in Jammu and
in these circumstance.” Underlining the strategic importance of
Kashmir, I handled the street protests. I understand the
guarding this seemingly unproductive part of India, he shared
importance of the hard and soft power as a soldier first. On
the example of Cino-Pakistani Trade Corridor that is being
one hand I tackled the militancy, on the other
developed by the two of our neighbours.
hand I opened a dialogue with the youth in the
“The corridor passes through Pak-occupied
valley, to vent their anger and to understand
Always lead from the front,
Kashmir. We have the control of this important
their problems.” Lt. Gen. (Retd.) Hasnain was
use the brain power, be a
corridor, and thereby the control over the two
referring to the stone pelting that had just
patient listener, recognise
neighbours. That’s the importance of Siachen,”
begun in the early 2000s. “Many people who
and appreciate people at
emphasized Lt. Gen. (Retd.) Hasnain.
the right time, and allow
were throwing stones at us realised that we
people
to
reach
to
you
had nothing against us. They began to open
He also reminded the audience of the
with their grievances.
up to us. Many of the youth expressed that
avalanche on the Indian Army base camp in
they wanted to join the Indian Army; the same
the Sonam region that claimed the lives of
men at whom they were throwing stones. We
all the soldiers at the camp, including the
must realise that the powerful armies use brain power; soldier
lone survivor found nine days after the tragedy, Lance Naik
against soldier and weapon against weapon does not offer you
Hanamanthappa Koppad in February 2016. Rescued from under
a solution. It is important to involve people, and the situations
30 feet of ice, however, Lance Naik Hanamanthappa died in the
will improve.”
Army Hospital a few days later. “The rapidly changing economic
and political conditions in India and internationally demand a
Lt. Gen. (Retd.) Hasnain concluded his speech with a very
decisive yet passionate leadership that will lead from the front
strong and powerful statement: Always lead from the front, use
and set an example for the men and women who follow.” Lt.
the brain power, be a patient listener, recognise and appreciate
Gen. (Retd.) Hasnain said, “ Colonel Gurung, the commanding
people at the right time, and allow people to reach to you with
officer of the men buried under the snow and debris stayed
their grievances. Above all, focus on being a transformational
put. He refused to return without his men. At 20,000 feet, Col.
leader.
Gurung stayed continuously, even through the nights, leading
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Leadership Lessons From
Political Leaders
Former editor-in-chief of the Indian Express, and the Padma Bhushan
recipient Shekhar Gupta was the chief guest at Print Summit 2017.

S

hekhar Gupta who headed India’s leading print daily, the
Indian Express, began his off-the-cuff address with what
the audience of Print Summit love to hear: Let me assure
you, the print is not dying. We have a large literate population
that is growing.

instinct and built a great team. Manmohan failed to build a
great team.”
Mr Gupta added that some leaders have one of these qualities
or maybe two or three, or even four, but to be a great leader,
one must have commitment to the job. He said, “Climbing to
the top is as much to do with what you achieve.”

Mr Gupta’s speech was about leadership, however, right at
the beginning he declared, “In my experience of leadership
Highlighting an all important dimension of being a great
and interacting with political leadership as a journalist, let
leader, Mr Gupta shared his experience of interacting with
me tell you, no leader is born with all the traits of a
Atal Bihari Bajpai. “He was always
leader.” He explained, “The leaders may
humble. He regularly interacted with
have one of the five leadership qualities
youth throughout his political career.”
No leader is born with all the traits of a
– great intellect, great instinct, great
leader. The leader may have one of the
He added, “Especially in the corporate
communication skills, the ability to build
five leadership qualities - great intellect,
world, as much as in the politics, We
a great team or the great commitment to
great instinct, great communication
must bring youth in the organisation
the job.”
skills, the ability to build a great team
to be successful. We should not be
or the great commitment to the job.
“Let us look at Narendra Modi. He is
threatened by them and their ideas.”
undoubtedly a maverick communicator
We must bring youth in the organisation
Mr Gupta summed up his engaging
and has a great commitment to the job,
to be successful. We should not be
address with a success mantra for a
threatened by them and their ideas.
but in my opinion, he has not built a
leader: “A big heart with sensitivity will
great team.” Mr Gupta juxtaposed Prime
turn your people into loyal warriors.”
Minister Narendra Modi with former US
President Ronald Regan, “He was a
third grade actor, not many thought
he would success, but he turned
out to be a very good president. He
created a good team around him. He
communicated well. And he had a
great instinct. He ensured that the
cold war concluded not in Moscow,
but in Afganisthan, not exposing his
own soldiers.”
Later in his speech Mr Gupta
shared examples of many Indian
Prime Ministers, from Indira
Gandhi, Narasimha Rao, Atal Bihari
Bajpai to Manmohan Singh. He
said, “Atal Bihari Bajpai was a
great communicator; he was a very
good listener. He built a great team.
Narasimha Rao and Manmohan Sigh
– the great intellects. Rao had great

A special moment indeed! Tables turned when Lt. Gen. (Retd.) Hasnain, usually questioned
by the journalists like Shekhar Gupta, asked two questions to Mr Gupta after his speech.
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FOR FELICITATING US!

Rapid Print Layout Creation

InSoft
Automate & Optimize!
Please review case studies, product videos and detailed information on our website www.insoftautomation.com to discover how print

businesses all over the world are profiting from our technology. For online demos write to us at sales@insoftautomation.com
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Think About What Needs You!
The star speaker of the day and the founder of Students’ Educational and
Cultural Movement of Ladakh, Sonam Wangchuk spoke about his journey of
turning adversities into opportunities.

“I

Mr Wangchuk shared innovative experiments he and his
students are doing at their school and in the Ladakh region
of Jammu and Kashmir in India. The schools they built are self
sustaining to the extent that the eco-friendly school-buildings
are designed to maintain the inside temperature with the
help of a glasshouse, home to the school kitchen garden, that
surrounds the core building. Mr Wangchuk and his students
are successfully running a few ecological restoration projects
in the region to mitigate and minimise the impact of local and
global environmental degradation. One such impressive
Mr Wangchuk shared his early struggles and successful
project is artificially building ice glaciers
initiatives such as coaching young and
– the ‘ice Stupas’ as they have christened
fellow students to earn money for his
We are now experimenting
it. “Ice protected from the sun, under the
education. He said, “In merely three months,
if water from the higher
bridges and elsewhere was observed to
I secured enough money to sustain my
altitude reservoirs could be
last throughout the year while the rest of
three-year engineering course. That’s when
transported through pipes
the Ladakh faced acute water shortage and
I realised, money could be earn but I must
and using gravitational force
the lack of ice. Inspired by this learning,
do interesting things in life.” That was the
we began building vertical structures that
to lower altitudes to build ‘ice
beginning of his passion for his work, and
would allow snow in the winter months
Stupas’ to better support the
the mantra to find purpose in life was
to accumulate in the form of a ‘Stupa’, a
ecology in the lower altitudes.
simple: “It is not about what I need, but
tall, conical structure. This structure limits
what needs me!”
the exposure to sun compared to a glacier
spread across a larger area, and the ice
holds itself through the year. As the ice
melts in the non-winter season, it slowly
releases water.” He added, “We are now
experimenting if water from the higher
altitude reservoirs could be transported
through pipes using gravitational force to
the lower altitudes to build ‘ice Stupas’ to
better support the ecology in the lower
altitudes.” Mr Wanghuck also shared his
grand vision for a self-sustaining, studentgoverned, eco-friendly university campus
that will enable students to learn through
experiments, experience, and exploration.

have been a keen observer and somewhat a doer of
print related things. As a child I have seen and played
with the woodblock printing in Ladakh to a letterpress.
And later, the screen printing and cyclostyle, and trying to
combine cyclostyle and screen to explore producing textbooks
for our school reform efforts in Ladakh.” An innovator, social
entrepreneur, and education-reformer from Ladakh, Sonam
Wangchuk found an instant connection with the print industry
and the audience at the Print Summit 2017.

Sonam Wangchuk’s inspiring and
innovative journey indeed offered the
Print Summit 2017 audience many reallife examples of turning the most difficult
adversities into opportunities.
Sonam Wangchuk sharing his inspiring journey with the audience, consisting
over 1,000 print industry professionals from across India
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Redefining Health the
Happy Way
Professor Dr B.M. Hegde, former Vice Chancellor of Manipal University, turned
the concept of health upside down, and gave its control in the hands of the
members of the audience snatching it from the medical practitioners.

P

rof. Dr B.M. Hegde, over 78-years-old Indian medical
scientist, educationist and author, impressed the
audience the moment he greeted the audience with
a pleasant smile as he began his address with a simple
question: what is being healthy?
People answered many things – from lack of illness to ‘health
is wealth’. Dr Hegde was just warming up to demolish all the
ideas about health and build a new one through his inspiring
presentation.
Pointing at this head and heart, Dr Hegde shared the
definition of health by The World Health Organisation: Health
is a state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being
and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity.
Hinting at crux of the problem ailing health and medical
profession, Dr Hegde said, “The humankind was absolutely
healthy until money came into this world.” He further
added that in the current healthcare system, we are training
healthcare professionals to take care of illnesses and diseases,
not the health of human beings.

“Just as printers want customers, the doctors want patients to
run the business. To ensure we get patients visiting us, we
turn humans into patients.” Dr Hegde added, “The moment
you visit a doctor and opt for a check-up, you become a

Santosh Mulay, InSoft Automation was felicitated at Print Summit 2017 by
P. Narendra, MD of Pragati Offset. In September 2016, InSoft Automation
was conferred with InterTech Technology Award – popularly knowns
as the Oscar of print –- for the its flagship product IMP.

patient.” He stressed that having an illness does not mean
being unhealthy.
Wonder why does he say that? Because, Dr Hegde says, “we
are taught to believe that science, and science alone, will help
us lead a better life. It is not entirely true.” He shared
a few examples of Nobel Prizes from the past that
were awarded over a period of time for conflicting
scientific works.
“Compassion and enthusiasm will help us lead a
better life as an individual and as a community. It is
important to take an accident victim to the nearest
hospital; compassion is needed here.” He added, “Ask
yourself every morning, if you are going to work
because you have to or because you are enthusiastic
about it? If it is later, you cannot have a healthy life.”
Simply put, he said, a life without compassion and
enthusiasm is not healthy.

Prof. Dr B.M. Hegde making the audience hail and hearty almost
instantly by challenging the conventional notion of health
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Ace Businesses Riding
The ‘S’ Wave
Analysing the business and the journey of three leading print industry
businesses, Faheem Agboatwala, immediate past-president of BMPA,
simplified the concept of the ‘S’ curve.

“T

he greatest shortcoming of the human race is our
inability to understand the exponential function,”
Faheem Agboatwala opened his talk quoting the
Emeritus Professor of Physics at the University of Colorado
Boulder, USA, Albert Allen. “Society as well as the print
industry will see many more exponential changes as compared
to the linear change in the past few decades.”

Sharing examples of the exponential changes from the past,
Mr Agboatwala spoke about smart fridge that interacts and
informs its end-user about the expiry date and other details of
the food items stored inside. “This is an example of functional
smartness in packaging where the product shared information
about product authenticity, counter-theft while preventing
food spoilage, enhancing product attributes, responding to
the product environment, and communicating the product info,
history or its condition.”
“Sooner or later, all businesses, even the most successful ones,
run out of room to grow. They are faced with this unpleasant
reality; they are compelled to reinvent themselves periodically.
During such time the ability to jump from the maturity
stage of one business to the growth stage of the next one
is what differentiates the winners from the losers,” said Mr
Agboatwala before presenting the case studies of three such
winners from the printing industry.

Akar, with a turnover of r90 crore, was the first case study
that he presented. “From the first offset press to the multilocational company with a sharp focus on medical content
management and publishing, data assimilation and software
development, Akar has always been ahead of the curve,” said
Mr Agboatwala. He summed up by stating that we must learn
to pick and choose the right clients at the right time; get out
of the press room and explore the market with the perspective
of a business leader; and of course, learn to accept the price
rejection. As the anecdote from the case study, Mr Agboatwala
quoted Ashok Jain of Akar who says, “Our company prides
itself in the fact that we get only two out of the 10 orders we
quote for, thereby we stick to our price.”
As a second case study, Mr Agboatwala tracked Printmann,
a company with a turnover of r80 crore, specialising in the
pharma segment. “The key learning we must draw from
the Printmann’s journey is to keep listening to our clients,”
insisted Mr Agboatwala. “It is important that we follow our
client’s business and their journey of growth and success; it is
critical that we partner and participate in their growth story to
achieve growth for our business.” He continued, “Printers have
huge trust deficit, and learning from Printmann, we must, work
towards building trust to command respect as partners, and
not just vendors, of our client companies.”
Mudrika Labels was the third and the last case study
in Mr Agboatwala’s 45-minute presentation. “The
in-mould label specialist, with an annual turnover
of r100 crore, is known for its close ties with
customers. They participate in trade fairs not only to
present their products but to learn about the market
and competition.” He said, “The key learning from
studying Mudrika’s journey is to keep learning. They
have a dedicated research and development team
to continuously innovate products and solutions.”
Mr Agboatwala concluded this case study with a
unique take home lesson: study your customer to
know their pain points; these pain points are your big
opportunities.

Ashok Jain of Akar, Tejas Tanna of Printmann, and Manish Desai of Murdika Labels answered
audience queries at the end of Faheem Agboatwala’s presentation ‘Look ahead of the ‘S’ curve’
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Focus on the Customer to
Secure the Future
Mehul A. Desai, President, Bombay Master Printers’ Association, shared his
thoughts about strategic business planning to achieve growth and sound
decisionmaking in a 30-minute time-capsule.

30

MAD minutes, as Mehul A. Desai’s presentation
He further talked about the need to study the historical
has become popular at the BMPA’s Print Summit,
financial data of a company to get a clear picture of the
is all about sharing simple yet effective ideas to
business. He also stressed upon mapping the customer data
improve life and business. This year, it was all about strategic
to form the basis of the business strategy. “Mapping the
planning of various aspects of a print-business. Mr Desai
customer data will help you identify the top contributors to
presented his case through the examples of three print
your top-line and bottom-line. It will also let you identify the
firms: Prodon Enterprises, Seshaasai
business segments that contribute the
Business Forms, and Vistaprint. “The
most to your profitability,” said Mr Desai.
Prodon, Seshaasai and Vistaprint
three printing companies are diverse
are so drastically different from one
Mr Desai brought home the 30-minute
in every aspect – size, infrastructure,
another, yet they all share a common
session sharpening his key message
characteristic that makes them what
client profile, geographical markets,
of being customer-focused. “The key
they are today. It is their customerand more,” said Mr Desai.
step is to research the segments you
focused approach in every business
Mumbai-based Prodon, a commercial
are servicing and track you customers’
decision-making. This key quality sets
printer is known to produce the best
market by attending their industry trade
them apart and makes them successful.
quality print jobs. Mr Desai said, “the
shows to figure out the trends.”
Mapping the customer data will help
Prodon owner, Jehangir Surti, believes
you identify the top contributors to your
“All these factors should be the basis of
in making print products that would
top-line and bottom-line. It will also let
your next investment,” Mr Desai assured
delight the customers. He would go
you identify the business segments that
the audience before resting his mic
contribute the most to your profitability.
to any length to ensure the top-notchexactly on the 30th minute!
quality output.” Mr Desai continued,
“Seshaasai specialises in cheque book
printing. They dominate the market
across India. Their specialised focus has
helped them create a niche of their own.
Vistaprint is a global success story. Their
business model is unique; it depends
on smaller customers, short-run jobs,
but humongous volumes delivered at a
great speed to the end-customer.”
“Though these companies are so
drastically different from one another,
they all share a common characteristic
that makes them what they are today. It
is their customer-focused approach.” Mr
Desai insisted, “Their customer-focused
approach in every business decisionmaking sets them apart and makes them
successful.”

Mehul A. Desai’s MAD 30-minutes has become a popular presentation at Print Summit over the years.
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Now is The Time For Digital
Puneet Datta, Director – Marketing and Sales, Canon India, presented
findings of various studies to effectively highlight the change digital
technology is bringing into print business.

P

uneed Datta is known in the print-business community
for his to-the-fact research-based presentations. Print
Summit 2017 was no different. “In our research
involving 552 print service providers (PSPs) and print and
media buyers from across 25 countries across Europe, Middle
East, and Africa, we have found that the awareness of digital
print applications has rapidly increased in
the last two years.”

“Twenty per cent PSPs offer cross media or
multi-channel campaign coordination, 84%
PSPs witness cost rising faster than revenue,
55% print buyers ask buyers for advice
on multi-channel communications, 80%
PSPs say they can no longer do things as
they always have, and 48% of commercial
printers only have a formal marketing or
business development plan.” Mr Datta

added, “But almost all unequivocally said, printing use will still
increase.”
Mr Datta shared three reasons for the optimism about print.
“The print communicates quality. The print is seen as a way of
differentiating from the competitors. And, the print is the most
effective way to reach specialist or older audience.”

The time to embrace digital is
now. The markets are in the
process of transitioning from
print-first to digital-first. Hence,
the future of paper and print
will be determined by how
they reinvent themselves in the
digital-first universe.

“According to Frank Romano, while digital
imaging offset press technology is still
valid for short runs, digital printing
offers the benefits of one-off impressions
and variable data,” added Mr Datta
mapping the future trends for digital
technology in the current landscape of
the printing industry. He added, “All
printing processes will soon share the
same digital infrastructure, workflow will
be everything, and success to any printing
will depend on finishing – either online,
inline, near line or offline.”
Print Bulletin earlier reported about a
Smithers Pira report that forecast to digital
print to reach 225% of the 2013 value by
2024. The report states that the digital
print is growing because it offers print
suppliers new opportunities with better
versioning and personalisation, facilitated
by the maturing big data analytic. On the
similar lines,
Mr Datta said that the time to embrace
digital is now. “The markets are in the
process of transitioning from print-first
to digital-first. Hence, the future of paper
and print will be determined by how they
reinvent themselves in the digital-first
universe,” said Mr Datta.

Puneet Datta emphasised that the digital is the future, and now is the time to think digital-first.
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Optimise Production Process
for Profitability
Satoshi Mochida, President and COO, Komori Corporation Japan, shared
interesting insights into innovating production processes to improve
efficiency and for better profitability.

S

atoshi Mochida started his presentation with a positive
observation. “One of the key indicators is the increase in
printed books. The book stores have increased by around
20% in the last five years, while e-books continue with the
market share of 20%.” Mr Mochida’s positive start was all
the more significant because the increasing book stores in the
US and the European markets indicate the revival of printing
industry from the Lehman-shock that shook the developed
markets across the world. “The key market for print, the
USA, economy is bouncing back. The industry is gradually
recovering. The print is set to rise in the
future.”

“Direct Mailers had a threat from online
marketing – but it continues to grow
by 3%,” Mr Mochida shared a striking
and positive example. Speaking about
the expanding digital production-print
market across the world, he said, “The
major reason for the rise is the technical
limitation of electrophotography in terms
of speed, sheet size and the cost that are
generally demanded in the market.”

productivity, near US$2 million per head in the main factory.”

“Innovation can happen anywhere, also in India,” said Mochida
emphasising that along with Komori’s technology, Cimpress
developed a workflow to optimise the offset and digital press
production. Holding mirror to the Indian printers, Mr Mochida
shared the results of their study. “We analysed the production
data of the presses running at the printers. The results were
shocking. The actual production time is merely a third of total
working hours.” He added further, “The challenge for the
printing company is to find solutions to three major factors
that are impeding production – machine
condition, colour matching, and machine
operation and operating procedures.”
While picking up digital
solutions, print companies will
Cautioning the print companies in India,
have to find machines that can
Mr Mochida added, “While picking up
print on the same stock an offset
digital solutions, print companies will have
machine can print on, so that
to find machines that can print on the same
the same quality and colours can
stock
an offset machine can print on, so
be reproduced, offering better
that the same quality and colours can be
integration into the software
that runs the offset machine.
reproduced, offering better integration into
the software that runs the offset machine.”

Mr Mochida presented the case study of
Cimpress Group, a Netherlands-based,
world’s largest web-to-print (W2P)
company, with a turnover of US$1.8 billion
and gross profits as high as 60%. The
Company is equipped with 10 sets of
Komori GL840P+HUV, 4+4 convertible
perfecting press with HUV dryers, among
other offset and digital presses. “One will
think Cimpress has succeeded by taking
advantage of the emerging W2P market,
however, the real advantage has come from
converting printing into a manufacturing
process.” He added, “Cimpress thoroughly
employs the so-called Toyota production
system, of course not common in the
printing industry. They boast of very high
Satoshi Mochida underlined the importance of innovation to improve profitability.
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Will The Next Generation
Inherit?
C.N. Ashok, Managing Director, Autoprint, shared his thoughts about
succession planning in the family-owned businesses.

“G

enerally, the reason for conflict between the two
instructions to the gen-next should be backed by accurate data
generations is because the older generation resists
and reasoning. Make your point with the help of accurate data
letting go and tries to restrict next-gen in his way of
and its meaningful graphical representation.” He insisted that
doing things,” Mr Ashok began by stating the problem in the
the stand alone information has no value; data should always be
most straightforward way. His solution to the problem was very
presented in comparison with similar historical data.
simple; or seemingly simple. “Build a bond of trust with the
“Stewardship delegation is about delegating the right level of
next generation. I call it the emotional bank account. Higher the
responsibility and authority. Make the gen-next captain of the
balance in this account, stronger the bond of trust,” said Mr Ashok.
next diversification project, allow them to own the work and
With the bond of trust, the next generation will be inspired to take communicate progress and results at agreed upon intervals.
on responsibilities or want to try out new things in the business. Provide guidance and support when needed,” concluded
That’s where, Mr Ashok want you to take the next step. “Your
Mr. Ashok.

A large group of printers from Pune, all in purple T-Shirts,
grabbed attention at the Print Summit 2017.

Musical Tambola entertained the audience at Print Summit 2017.
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The Print Summit isn’t all serious business; people connect
over meals, music, and a memorable selfies.
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Growing currency with less cash
The banknote printing industry is forecast to reach US$11.2 billion by 2021 in a recent Smithers Pira report.
The global market size value for banknote printing is forecast
to increase from US$9.5 billion in 2016 to US$11.2 billion in
2021 at a compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) of 3.3%,
according to the latest analysis from Smithers Pira.

Opportunities lie at the cutting edge of the currency

This report is important to us, particularly because, after the
recent demonetisation of the high value currency notes, India
has become a part of the global trend to curb cash and push
the electronic payment options.

The expectation is that use of and demand for cash in the
near future will decline in real terms. And for commercial
high security printers this creates an onus on identifying and
positioning themselves to exploit the remaining opportunities.

Transaction changing hands – from cash to less cash

There is still value for companies that can achieve this –
especially those supporting a new generation integrated
security features and able to deliver economies over the
medium term via more durable substrates.

‘The Future of Banknotes to 2021’ delivers original and
comprehensive insights into this changing segment. To
accurately gauge the future demand for banknotes Smithers’
market assessment considers the competing demands of

central banks and governments, state print works, and
commercial banknote printers. This analysis simultaneously
considers the adoption of alternative non-cash electronic
payment media and rate of adoption by consumers to
produce both qualitative and quantitative forecasts.
The report author, Rude Lion says, “Annual reports of central
banks all over the world share a common theme: less
cash. Some central banks are pursuing policies intended to
achieve a cashless society; others are more benign – merely
mentioning the need to reduce the cash-to-GDP ratio. While
the vision of a fully cashless society is utopian, and cash will
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remain the predominant method of payment for the near
future, the drive for less cash is real and immediate.”

‘The Future of Banknotes to 2021’ also applies a new
perspective on growth in volume and expansion of currency
in circulation to give
a unique insight into
this evolving market.
This is done with
reference to recent
government actions
that are disrupting
banknote printing
– such as India’s
withdrawal of high
value rupee notes in
November 2016; and
the introduction of
polymer banknotes by
the UK in September
2016.
‘The Future of
Banknotes to 2021’
is the product of
extensive primary and
secondary research.
The primary research includes a wide-ranging expert interview
programme including public and private sector organisations
drawn from across the worldwide banknote printing industry.
This work is complimented and contextualised by secondary
research drawing on a thorough literature analysis of market
and company reports, magazine and journal abstracts,
conference presentations and papers, international print and
manufacturer associations, and trade press. This process
combined with Smithers’ deep expertise in the security print
sector allows it to produce a report that gives unique insight
into the evolution of this vital and lucrative market.
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Pun intended

Wishful Thinking
In this column, our industry veteran Vishwanath Shetty of The PrintWorks presents us his
tongue-in-cheek view of the recent political news.
Father-son feud; somersault over somersault
If you remember, earlier in January 2017 issue, I wrote when
Akhilesh Yadav, the Chief Minister of the election-facing Uttar
Pradesh (UP), was succeeding in proving to be more popular
than his father and Samajwadi Party (SP) chief Mulayam
Singh Yadav. The two were publicly challenging each other
for superiority within the party. The father repeatedly said,
“Akhilesh is my son. He will not do anything without my
blessings,” and Akhilesh, the son, kept saying, “After all, he
is my father. I will involve neta ji (as Mulayam is commonly
referred in UP) in anything that I do.” These statements from
the father-son duo have appeared in many ways in different
newspapers in the past one month. Surely, all these were
ploys by Mulayam Singh to keep away the two senior SP
politicians Amar Singh and Shivlal Yadav, without offending
and losing his equation with them. It was truly a somersault
over somersault.
Just two days after the SP-chief insisted that he will not
participate in the SP-Congress joint campaign in the then
poll-bound UP, he made a U-Turn. He said, “I will not only
campaign for SP, but also for the Congress. I will campaign for
the alliance. After all Akhilesh is my son.” The bedrock of SP
has always been anti-Congress. But wishful indeed is a father,
who wants to push his son up the political ladder. Talking of
anti-dynasty in Congress and promoting the same within SP!!

Resting on the flag; literally!
On February 4 this year, Times of India (TOI) reported about
the statement made by senior SP-politician Shivlal Yadav that
with reference to the status of the Youth Brigade. He said,
“When Mulayam was in prison, I built the outfit. We didn’t
have enough money to stay in hotels. Hum jhande ka takia
laga kar sadak ke kinare soye hai.” Nobody knows if the flag
he used as a pillow to sleep beside the roads was his party
flag or the Tricolour. Wishful indeed are the politicians who
speak off the cuff, without realising the implications on the
respect to flag as a national or even a party symbol. Or is it a
sure way to get the sympathy to derail the youth brigade?

Political U-Turn – more in the run
In an unexpected U-Turn Congress’ Member of Parliament,
Gurudas Kamat, said on February 6, that ‘he would exclusively

campaign for the party candidates.’ The statement came just
a few days after he declined to campaign for his party after
being disappointed by the appointment of Sanjay Nirupam as
the chief of the election committee. The reason for the U-Turn,
Mr Kamat claimed, was the mounting pressures from the party
workers and the candidates. Wishful are all the politicians who
will always act (!) for the workers of their party to save their
own face.

A warm welcome, for politics only
Much popular in Gujarat for the pro-reservation agitations,
the young politician fighting for Patidar reservations, Hardik
Patel got a hardik swagat by Shiv Sena (SS) in Mumbai politics.
Dhushman ka dushman, apna dost! When one stands up for
you, you too must stand up for them – this became a part of
his pledge to defeat the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) in the civic
polls. Wishful indeed are SS and Hardik Patel, to identify BJP
as the common enemy to be friends and achieve the common
goal to dislodge BJP from Maharashtra.

The ideology-less politics of opposition
Recently, the Prime Minister (PM) Narendra Modi verbally
attacked his predecessor Manmohan Singh in the parliament.
PM Modi made a meaningless ‘bathing with a raincoat
on’ statement referring to former PM Singh’s silence on
the corruption during his tenure as the PM, spanning over
a decade. SS lost no opportunity in en-cashing on this
opportunity to run down BJP and went to the extent of
praising the political opponent Congress, and even lauded
former Congress PM Indira Gandhi as the boldest leader. The
SS mouthpiece Saamana said, “Indiraji told the world in no
uncertain terms that she would not yield to terrorism. She
laid down her life for the country.” We have been talking of
U-Turns in politics! This is a classic example; a change of colour
forgetting the generation old image of the family.

The master-stroke
As recently as February 12, TOI reported SS-supremo Uddhav
Thackeray’s statement. He said, “Manmohan is a gentleman,
we never called him a cheat.” Wishful indeed they have taken
Hardik Patel seriously and believe that the enemy of an enemy
is a friend!
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IT’s india

Punjab-da-Puttar
Iqbal Kherodawala of Printline Reproductions holds a mirror up to us with his to-the-fact, yet
hilarious articles about our ‘typically Indian’ habits.
give you an honourary entry into the loud-belching, noisy, lassi and whiskey
From this wonderful country of innumerable quirks, I find myself
swigging, road-rage participating, Behn-ke-takey group of Punjabis.
drawn to the various typical people who inhabit our Matrubhumi.
Right from the crown of Kashmir to the toe of Kanyakumari, India is • Everything that you address should start and end with ji…Maaji, Pitaji,
filled with quirky and enjoyable countrymen who make her so typical
Puttarji, Foofiji, Jijaji, Butter Chickenji, Sarso da saagji, loud fartji.
and so exotic.
• You have at least one member who has either recently moved to or stays
For a very long time, I was under the impression that Patiala was the
permanently in Kanneda.
name of a town in Punjab, until I realised that more often than not,
• Your daily diet comprises of Paratha and Lassi, and Butter chicken.
it represented the quantity of certain things. So a ‘Patiala Peg’ had
no connection to having it originated in Patiala. The size ‘Patiala’ is
• You love to dance at the slightest pretext, and more so, if you are half a
also directly proportional to the heart of the boisterous community
peg down, which could mean anytime, any place.
which is typically ‘north Indian’. Welcome to the wonderful world of
• You have to be loud, and I mean really loud. Your whisper should be at
Punjabis!
least a seven on the Richter scale.
From the time that I have spent with so many of my Punjabi friends
• You have to be generous. You could be earning 1/10th the salary that
(my immediate neighbour is a gregarious specimen), I have realised
your neighbour earns, but your house, your style, your car, your clothes
that watching their namesakes in Bollywood is really not too far
should reflect the true Punju effervescence
from reality. For ‘Starters’, Punjabis cannot and do not think beyond
• You have to master the Pao chhuna ritual. You will have to accept that
food. No Punjabi conversation veers too far away from a salivating
the only way you are going to be able to do any stomach curls is if you
discussion on luscious Lassi, a buttery Butter chicken or a poretouch feet of Beeji, Dadaji, Paapaji, and many more, each time you cross
busting Paratha. Most Punjabi households automatically assume that
them or they cross you.
you are under-nourished and unless you are fed the quantity three
times your usual appetite, they have not contributed to the food
• Celebration, celebration and celebration! Every day. Any day. Any time.
chain.
At a birth, on a birthday, at an engagement, a Shaadi, at someone
passing standard 4th exam, at someone having bought the first Maruti
You are also bound to be fed a mountainous amount of ghee-laden
Alto. You need no reason to celebrate…everything is a reason for
Parontha, a Patiala-sized Lassi, and scores of diabetes-inducing
celebrattion. Traditional Karva chauth, or celebrating the first Lohri of the
Mithais, every time you land up in their house during lunch or dinner
newly-weds, everything becomes an occasion to celebrate.
time, and also the in-betweens. Paneer tikka is the national dish of
the household if you are a vegetarian; and you’re a shame to the
• You love repeating words in perfect rhyme, as in dinner-shinner, muttoncommunity if you don’t feast on Chicken tikka and Butter chicken
shutton, party-sharty; the fun-shun intensifies this way. And what do we
as if it were your last meal if you are a non-vegetarian. As a matter
say to a person who tries to teach you logic and grammar? Abbey Tu
of fact, my standing joke is that every Punjabi household seems to
Rehendey!
have a standby triple-sized meal cooked everyday, in anticipation
• You and your family love to adorn yourself with diamond-studded
of an imagined guest, and if you happen to by-chance be there, the
pagdis, colourful chunnis. All the colours of the rainbow and animal
meal is downloaded in your unsuspecting stomach. As a result of
prints make up the closet of a Punjabi. Top this off with a Louis Vuitton
this, most Punjus, as they are fondly referred by others and their
or Chanel bag and the attire is complete. Haan ji!
poor unsuspecting neighbours are obese or pot-bellied by their mid• You give a bone crushing hug and a peck on the cheek (sometimes ear
thirties because they are khaate-peete ghar ke.
and hair) when you meet a fellow-Punjabi. (A word of advice: do not try
The most amazing thing about a Punjabi home is the number of
to escape the loving death-embrace. It is not just considered rude but
siblings, cousins, cousins of cousins, distant relatives, and sometimes
blasphemous by the Punjabis!)
even the kids of the neighbours, who fill up the two-bedroom
• You pick up a fight at the slightest pretext. Mardaangi ko lalkaar comes
house. Unlike a typical urban home, from where people move out
to you as a second nature. You strictly oppose Newton’s third law of
as they grow older, a Punjabi home seems to be forever expanding.
motion. The reaction to everything should be double the action.
Those who move in invariably outnumber the people who leave (for
‘Kayneda’ most probably) the house!
• You are born with a dictionary of cuss-words. If your language is barely
understood by a non-Punjabi, your colourful descriptive words should
What sets Punjabis apart from the rest of the Indians is the fact that
more or less convey the message.
they can be heard anywhere. And everywhere. Somewhere during
evolution, the Punjabis landed up with overactive and hyper throat
• If you are a woman, you have to be outlined in Bright Red….red lipstick,
glands which are indestructible. Not only are Punjabis obnoxiously
red dress and a big red Sindoor, covering nearly half the forehead.
loud, but they seem to revel in this. In a room full of 10 Punjabis, you
With all or any of the above qualities, you automatically qualify to be
could fit in a 1,000 decibels with ease. Noise pollution vigilantes,
considered a Punju. Balle-balle!
where are you when you are really needed? Punjus are loud, proud
and everything that closely reminds you of that big, fat, farting
The next time, you meet a Punjabi (and I surely would include the utterly
foofajis.
gregarious and wonderful Sardars in this community), let yourself be
overwhelmed by the over-enveloping hug that comes your way. This country
Based on my observations, let me enlighten you whatever I know of
needs more of these!
Punjabis. If you have any of the below-mentioned qualities, we will
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